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Hello WWA 72, 
 
Mike here grateful to be serving AA as Chair for your Greater Seattle Intergroup 
 
We have had some challenges in recent months. Our two-part time paid employees have left Intergroup. Anita,                 
Assistant Office Manager left to spend more time with her family and shortly after Norm, Office Manager, had to step                    
down due to health reasons (he is doing better). Both had been with Seattle Intergroup for about 8 years or more.                     
After an extensive interview process, we were able to hire two new part time employees Dennis E, Office Manager and                    
Lara R, Assistant Office Manager. We are adjusting to this transition that has been challenging primarily due to the                   
quick turnover of prior staff and limited knowledge transfer. However, the Groups and members have been very                 
patient and understanding.  
 
We hosted a Seattle Intergroup picnic in August 2019, which included some new items including live music and bingo.                   
Attendance was estimated at about 400 members and their families. This would appear to be up from prior years.                   
Thank you for all those that attended, volunteered and helped to make this annual event successful and fun in                   
addition to raising about $1k for Seattle Intergroup. 
 
While the sky is not falling Seattle Intergroup does appear to be on a downturn financially. Our cash is currently lower                     
than our prudent reserve of $45k by about $5k. The year to date net loss at August 30, 2019 is about $8k, even                       
though expenses are under budget year to date August 30, 2019 by about $6k. Group contributions and literature                  
sales can fluctuate significantly from month to month, so it is difficult to extrapolate to year-end, however it does                   
appear that the group contributions are declining. 
 
One of the ideas we are currently discussing is potentially launching a new Seattle Intergroup “Sustainers” program.                 
The basic idea of the program would be  
 

● Create a recurring monthly giving program for Seattle Intergroup called, "Intergroup Monthly Sustainers," for              
individual AA members to make monthly recurring donations 

● Donation to Seattle Intergroup which is a 501(c)(3) are eligible for tax deductions by individuals 
● Use the current recurring donation capacity of our current credit card processing provider. 
● Develop some marketing materials for the program and communicate to the membership including the              

services Seattle Intergroup provides, the importance of a predictable, reliable income, and the financial              
condition of Seattle Intergroup in the last few years. 

 
This idea is only in the initial stages of discussion and has not been approved by the Seattle area groups but we look                       
forward to investigating this idea for potential bridging the gap between our income and expenses. This will be                  
discussed in more detail at Seattle Intergroup’s fall Assembly held at Seattle Intergroup at 7 pm on December 17,                   
2019. 
 
Yours in service,  
 

Greater Seattle Intergroup exists to aid the Groups in their common purpose of carrying the 

AA message to the alcoholic who still suffers. 

 



Mike M., Chair 
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